We present a novel route to realizing topological superconductivity using magnetic flux applied to a full superconducting shell surrounding a semiconducting nanowire core. In the destructive Little-Parks regime, reentrant regions of superconductivity are associated with integer number of phase windings in the shell. Tunneling into the core reveals a hard induced gap near zero applied flux, corresponding to zero phase winding, and a gapped region with a discrete zero-energy state around one applied flux quantum, Φ0 = h/2e, corresponding to 2π phase winding. Theoretical analysis indicates that in the presence of radial spin-orbit coupling in the semiconductor, the winding of the superconducting phase can induce a transition to a topological phase supporting Majorana zero modes. Realistic modeling shows a topological phase persisting over a wide range of parameters, and reproduces experimental tunneling conductance data. Further measurements of Coulomb blockade peak spacing around one flux quantum in full-shell nanowire islands shows exponentially decreasing deviation from 1e periodicity with device length, consistent with Majorana modes at the ends of the nanowire. arXiv:2003.13177v1 [cond-mat.mes-hall] 
INTRODUCTION
Majorana zero modes (MZMs) at the ends of onedimensional topological superconductors are expected to exhibit non-trivial braiding statistics [1] [2] [3] , opening a path toward topologically protected quantum computing [4, 5] . Among the proposals to realize MZMs, one approach [6, 7] based on semiconducting nanowires with strong spin-orbit coupling subject to a Zeeman field and superconducting proximity effect has received particular attention, yielding numerous compelling experimental signatures [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . An alternative route to MZMs aims to create vortices in spinless superconductors, by various means, for instance by coupling a vortex in a conventional superconductor to a topological insulator [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] or conventional semiconductor [18, 19] , using doped topological insulators [20] , iron-based superconductors [21] , or using vortices in exotic quantum Hall analogs of spinless superconductors [22] .
In this Article, we demonstrate both experimentally and theoretically that a hybrid nanowire consisting of a full superconducting (Al) shell surrounding a semiconducting (InAs) core can be driven into a topological phase that supports MZMs at the wire ends by a flux-induced winding of the superconducting phase. This conceptually new approach contains elements of both proximitizedwire schemes [6, 7] and vortex-based schemes [1, 13] for creating MZMs. The topological phase sets in at relatively low magnetic fields, is controlled discretely by moving from zero to one phase twists around the superconducting shell, and does not require a large g factor in the semiconductor, broadening the landscape of candidate materials.
While it is known that well-chosen superconducting phase differences can be used to break time-reversal symmetry and localize MZMs in semiconducting heterostructures [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , the corresponding realizations typically require careful tuning of the fluxes. In contrast, vortices in a full-shell wire provide a naturally quantized means of controlling superconducting phase. In the destructive Little-Parks regime [29, 30] , the modulation of critical current and temperature with flux applied along the hybrid nanowire results in a sequence of lobes with reentrant superconductivity [31, 32] . Each lobe is associated with a quantized number of twists of the superconducting phase [33] , determined by the external field so that the free energy of the superconducting shell is minimized. The result is a series of topologically locked boundary conditions for the proximity effect in the semiconducting core, with a dramatic effect on the subgap density of states.
Our measurements reveal that tunneling into the core in the zeroth superconducting lobe, around zero flux, yields a hard proximity-induced gap with no subgap features. In the superconducting regions around one quantum of applied flux, corresponding to phase twists of ±2π in the shell, tunneling spectra into the core shows stable zero-bias peaks, indicating a discrete subgap state fixed at zero energy.
Theoretically, we find that a Rashba field arising from the breaking of local radial inversion symmetry at the semiconductor-superconductor interface [34] [35] [36] , along with 2π-phase twists in the boundary condition, can induce a topological state supporting MZMs. We calculate the topological phase diagram of the system as a function of various parameters such as Rashba spin-orbit coupling, radius of the semiconducting core and band bend-ing at the superconductor-semiconductor interface [34] [35] [36] . Our analysis shows that topological superconductivity extends in a reasonably large portion of the parameter space. Transport simulations of the tunneling conductance in the presence of Majorana zero modes qualitatively reproduce the experimental data in the entire voltage-bias range.
We obtain further experimental evidence that the zeroenergy states are localized at wire ends by investigating Coulomb blockade conductance peaks in full-shell wire islands of various lengths. In the zeroth lobe, Coulomb blockade peaks show 2e spacing, indicating Cooper-pair tunneling and an induced gap exceeding the island charging energy. In the first lobe, peak spacings are roughly 1eperiodic, with slight even-odd alternation that vanishes exponentially with island length consistent with overlapping Majorana modes at the two ends of the Coulomb island, as investigated previously [10, 37] . The exponential dependence on length, and incompatibility with a power-law dependence, strongly suggests that MZMs reside at the ends of the hybrid islands.
DEVICE DESCRIPTION
InAs nanowires were grown by the vapor-liquid-solid method using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The nanowires had a hexagonal cross section with maximum diameter D = 130 nm. A 30 nm epitaxial Al layer was grown while rotating the sample, yielding a fully enclosing shell (Fig. 1A) [38] . Devices were fabricated using electron-beam lithography. Standard ac lock-in measurements were carried out in a dilution refrigerator with a base temperature of 20 mK. Magnetic field was applied parallel to the nanowire using three-axis vector magnet. Two device geometries, measured in three devices each, showed similar results. Data from two representative devices are reported in the main text: device 1 was used for 4-probe measurements of the shell (Fig. 1B) and tunneling spectroscopy of the core ( Fig. 2A) ; device 2 comprised six Coulomb islands of different lengths fabricated on a single nanowire, each with separate ohmic contacts, two side gates to trim tunnel barriers, and a plunger gate to change occupancy (Fig. 6A ). Supporting data from additional three tunneling devices, one of which has thinner shell, and two Coulomb-blockaded devices are presented in [39] . For more detailed description of the wire growth, device fabrication and measurement techniques see [39] .
Differential resistance of the shell, R S = dV S /dI S , measured for device 1 as a function of bias current, I S , and axial magnetic field, B, showed a lobe pattern characteristic of the destructive regime (Fig. 1C ) with maximum switching current of 70 µA at B = 0, the center of the zeroth lobe. Between the zeroth and first lobes, supercurrent vanished at |B| = 45 mT, re-emerged at 70 mT, and had a maximum near the center of the first lobe, at Fig. 1A yield a Drude mean free path of l = 19 nm. The dirtylimit shell coherence length [33, 40] 
can then be found using the zero-field critical temperature T C = 1.2 K from Fig. 1D and Fermi velocity of Al, v F = 2 × 10 6 m/s [41] , with Planck constant and Boltzmann constant k B , yielding ξ S = 180 nm. The same values for ξ S is found using the onset of the first destructive regime [42] .
TUNNELING SPECTROSCOPY
Differential conductance, dI/dV , as a function of source-drain voltage, V , measured in the tunneling regime as a probe of the local density of states at the end of the nanowire is shown in Fig. 2 . The Al shell was removed at the end of the wire and the tunnel barrier was controlled by the global back-gate at voltage V BG . At zero field, a hard superconducting gap was observed throughout the zeroth superconducting lobe (Fig. 2, B and D). Similar to the supercurrent measurements presented above, the superconducting gap in the core closed at |B| = 45 mT and reopened at 70 mT, separated by a gapless destructive regime. Upon reopening, a narrow zero-bias conductance peak was observed throughout the first gapped lobe (Fig. 2, B and F). Several flux-dependent subgap states are also visible, separated from the zero-bias peak in the first lobe. These nonzero subgap states are analogs of Caroli-de Gennes-Matricon bound states [43] , in this case confined at the metal-semiconductor interface rather than around a vortex core.
The first lobe persists to 150 mT, above which a second gapless destructive regime was observed. A second gapped lobe centered around |B| = 220 mT then appeared, containing several subgap states away from zero energy, as shown in greater detail in [39] . The second lobe closes at 250 mT, above which only normal-state behavior was observed.
The dependence of tunneling spectra on back-gate voltage in the zeroth lobe is shown in Fig. 2C . In weak tunneling regime, for V BG < −1 V a hard gap was observed, with ∆ = 180 µeV (Fig. 2 , C and D). As the device is opened, for V BG ∼ −0.8 V subgap conductance is enhanced due to Andreev processes. The increase in conductance at V BG ∼ −1.2 V is likely due to a resonance in the barrier. In the first lobe, at B = 110 mT, the sweep of V BG showed a zero-energy state throughout the tunneling regime ( Fig. 2E ). The cut displayed in Fig. 2F shows a discrete zero-bias peak well separated from other states. As the tunnel barrier is opened, the zero-bias peak gradually evolves into a zero-bias dip. This behavior is in qualitative agreement with theory [44] , although the crossover occurs at lower conductance than expected. Additional line-cuts as well as the tunneling spectroscopy for the second lobe are provided in [39] . Several switches in data occurred at the same gate voltages in Fig. 2 , C and E, presumably due to gate-dependent charge motion in the barrier.
MODELING OF TOPOLOGICAL PHASES
To better understand the origin of the zero-energy modes in the first lobe we analyze theoretically a semiconducting nanowire covered by a superconducting shell. First, we present a toy model of a cylindically symmetric full-shell wire ( Fig. 3 ), highlighting the underlying mechanism of the topological phase appearance. Thereafter we move on to simulations of realistic geometries ( Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 ). We assume that the semiconductor (InAs) has a large Rashba spin-orbit coupling due to the local inversion symmetry breaking in the radial direction at the semiconductor-superconductor interface (corresponding to an electric field pointing along the radial direction at the superconductor-semiconductor interface). The system is subject to a magnetic field along the direction of the nanowire, B = Bẑ. Using cylindrical coordinates and the symmetric gauge for the electromagnetic vector potential, A = 1 2 ( B × r), the effective Hamiltonian for the semiconducting core can be written as (henceforth = 1)
Here p is the electron momentum operator, e > 0 the electric charge, m * the effective mass, µ is the chemical potential, α the strength of the Rashba spin-orbit coupling, and finally σ i are spin-1 2 Pauli matrices.r,φ and z are the cylindrical unit vectors. For ease of presentation, we consider r-independent µ and α in our model, which may be viewed as averaged versions of the corresponding r-dependent quantities. The vector potential A ϕ = Φ(r)/2πr, where Φ(r) = πBr 2 is the flux threading the cross-section at radius r. For simplicity, we neglect the Zeeman term due to the small magnetic fields required in the experiment.
The superconducting shell (Al) induces superconducting correlations in the nanowire due to Andreev processes at the semiconductor-superconductor interface. If the tunnel coupling to the superconductor is weak, the induced pairing in the nanowire can be expressed as a local potential ∆( r) (see Ref. [39] ). In the Nambu basis
, the Bogoliubov-de-Gennes (BdG) Hamiltonian for the proximitized nanowire is then given by
We assume that the thickness of the shell is smaller than London penetration depth: R 3 − R 2 λ L . Therefore, the magnetic flux threading the shell is not quantized. However, the magnetic field induces a winding of the superconducting phase of the order parameter ∆( r) = ∆(r)e −inϕ with ϕ the angular coordinate and n ∈ Z the winding number determined by the external magnetic flux.
We notice the following rotational symmetry of the BdG Hamiltonian:
where we introduced τ i matrices acting in Nambu space. Eigenstates of H BdG can thus be labeled by a conserved quantum number m J :
The wave function has to be single-valued, which imposes the following constraint on m J :
It is interesting to note that the particle-hole symmetry relates states with opposite energy and angular quantum number m J , that is PΨ E,m J = Ψ −E,−m J with P = τ y σ y K, where K represents complex conjugation. Thus, the m J = 0 sector-allowed when the winding number n is odd-is special as it allows non-degenerate Majorana solutions at zero energy, as we show below.
The angular dependence of H BdG can be eliminated via a unitary transformation
Here p 2 r = − 1 r ∂ ∂r r ∂ ∂r and p z = −i ∂ ∂z . Note that naively one might expect spin-orbit coupling to average out; however, the non-trivial structure of m J -eigenvectors yields finite matrix elements proportional to the Rashba spinorbit coupling.
Assuming that the electrons in the core are localized at the interface we set R 1 ≈ R 2 (Fig. 3A ). This approximation is motivated by the fact that there is an accumulation layer in certain semiconductor-superconductor heterostructures such as InAs/Al, as explained below. In this case the electrons in semiconductor effectively form a thin-wall hollow cylinder and one can consider only the lowest-energy radial mode in Eq. (5). This allows for an analytical solution of the model. The effective Hamiltonian for the hollow-cylinder model reads
Here, ∆ ≡ ∆(R 2 ) and the parameters µ m J and V Z correspond to the effective chemical potential and Zeeman energy. A m J and C m J represent the coupling of the generalized angular momentum J z with magnetic field and electron spin, respectively. They are defined as
with φ = n − Φ(R 2 )/Φ 0 . Equations (7)-(10) allow to identify a topological phase in the m J = 0 sector of the first lobe where n = 1. In this case, A 0 = 0 and C 0 = 0, and one can map Eq. (23) to the Majorana nanowire model of Refs. [6, 7] . Notice that the effective Zeeman term has an orbital origin here and is present even when the g factor in the semiconductor is zero. Both µ 0 and V Z can be tuned by the magnetic flux Φ(R 2 ), which may induce a topological phase transition. In the hollow cylinder approximation V Z = 0 when the core is penetrated by one flux quantum (Φ(R 2 ) = Φ 0 ). This regime corresponds to the trivial (s-wave) superconducting phase. However, a small deviation of the magnetic flux can drive the system into the topological superconducting phase [45] . Indeed, the Zeeman and spin-orbit terms in Eq. (23) do not commute and thus V Z opens a gap in the spectrum at p z = 0. At the topological quantum phase transition between the two phases, the gap in the m J = 0 sector, closes. The resulting phase diagram is shown in Fig. 3 , where the gap closing at the topological transition is indicated by black dashed lines. Close to the transition, the quasiparticle spectrum in the m J = 0 sector is given by E(p z ) = E A well-defined topological phase requires the quasiparticle bulk gap to be finite for all values of m J . Due to the angular symmetry of Eq. (23), different m J sectors do not mix and, as a result, the condition for a finite gap in the m J = 0 sectors is
In general, the topological phase diagram can be obtained by calculating the topological index Q [2] ,
where Q = 1 and Q = −1 correspond to trivial and topological phases, respectively. Thus, the topological phase supporting MZMs appears due to the change of Q in the m J = 0 sector. In Fig. 3 we show the topological phase diagram and energy gap of the hollow cylinder model determined by taking into account all m J sectors.
The hollow cylinder model provides conceptual understanding for the existence of the topological phase in full shell nanowires. The model, however, is limited to small chemical potentials and a conserved angular momentum. For a direct comparison with the experiment more realistic simulations extending to the regime with multiple radial modes are needed.
REALISTIC SIMULATIONS
Recent advances in the modelling of semiconductorsuperconductor hybrid structures have led to more accurate simulations of proximitized nanowires [34, 35, 46, 47] . Here, the essence of our approach is to integrate out the superconductor into self-energy boundary conditions, as discussed in [39] . This approximation allows for threedimensional (3D) simulations of proximitized nanowires, including important effects such as self-consistent electrostatics and orbital magnetic field contribution [48] .
We model a hexagonal InAs wire with 130 nm cornerto-corner diameter coated by a 30 nm thick Al shell, see Fig. 4A . The work function difference between InAs and Al leads to a band offset between the conduction band of InAs and the Fermi level of Al resulting in an electron accumulation layer close to the interface, see Fig. 4 , A and B. This band offset is on the order of 100 meV [34, 35, 47, 49] . Due to the accumulation layer, there is an intrinsic electric field for the electrons, resulting in Rashba spin-orbit coupling with the symmetry axis in approximately radial direction [50, 51] . The magnitude of α has been experimentally determined to be in the range of 0.02 to 0.08 eV nm [12] .
Given the uncertainties, we calculate the topological phase diagram as a function of band offset, U 0 , and the Rashba spin-orbit coupling, α [52] . The band offset controls the number of subbands in the nanowire as well as their population. For U 0 < 40 meV the system is in the single radial mode regime and the phase diagram appears qualitatively similar to the hollow-cylinder model, see Fig. 4 , C and D. Around 5 meV there is a gapped topological phase which we identify with the m J = 0 angular sector, analog to the hollow-cylinder model. Specifically in this regime, apart from the m J = 0 sector, the For U 0 > 40 meV the phase diagram becomes qualitatively different. Due to the increased number of bands the different topological phases hybridize and merge into extended topological regions [53, 54] . Furthermore, as U 0 increases the wave functions are pushed closer to the superconductor leading to a stronger hybridization of the wave functions with Al. In this region one finds extended topological regions with sizable gaps which are a significant fraction of the superconducting gap.
Mixing of different angular sectors, facilitated by the broken cylindrical symmetry due to the hexagonal cross section, lifts the restriction of gapped topological phases to the m J = 0 sector. In this context, we note that when angular symmetry is broken (due to disorder in superconductor or geometrical effects) and m J is not a good quantum number, the topological superconducting phase may also appear at even winding numbers (see [39] for the topological phase diagram in the second lobe).
In addition to the gap size we also compute the topological coherence length, ξ T (Fig. 4E ), from the eigenvalue decomposition of the translation operator at zero energy [55] . As expected, regions with large gap also have a short coherence length. Note that due to the smaller Fermi velocity in the semiconductor, the topological coherence length can be smaller than the s-wave coherence length. We find that the shortest ξ T ∼ 120 nm, whereas the typical values for realistic spin-orbit coupling strength and band offset range between 140 and 200 nm.
Having established bulk properties, we numerically compute a three-dimensional full shell wire in a transport geometry. The corresponding longitudinal cross section of the simulated device is shown in Fig. 5A . After calculating the electrostatic potential of the 3D structure we simulate the quantum transport using the package Kwant and adaptive [56, 57] . In the main text we focus on a single point in the phase diagram with band offset of 150 meV and α = −0.1 eV nm (see the white circle in Fig. 4 , D and E). Results for other representative points can be found in [39] .
Computed conductance, dI/dv, as a function of bias voltage, v, and magnetic field, B, is shown in Fig. 5B . The simulated back-gate voltage, v BG , is chosen such that there is good visibility of states in the wire. Similar to the experiment, the zeroth lobe shows a hard gap with no subgap states. The first and second lobes on the other hand show multiple subgap states [58] . The first lobe has a gap with a zero-bias peak due to Majorana end states. The size of the gap is consistent with the bulk phase diagram in Fig. 4D . The second lobe has more subgap states and appears to be gapless.
The evolution of the simulated spectrum with the back-gate voltage in the topological phase is displayed in Fig. 5C . As expected, the bias voltages at which zerobias peak and subgap states are visible is independent of v BG but the intensities of the states change. Since the wire is fully covered by a superconducting shell the effect of the back gate is completely screened inside the bulk of the wire and does not influence the topological phase or bulk states. When the junction becomes very open at v BG > −0.1 V the zero-bias peak transforms into a zero-bias dip, as expected in this regime.
COULOMB BLOCKADE SPECTROSCOPY
Returning to experiment, we next investigate MZM hybridization, which can be measured using the spacing of Coulomb blockade conductance peaks in Coulomb islands as a function of island length [10, 37, 59, 60] . The exponential length dependence of hybridization energy is a signature of MZMs localized at the opposite ends of the nanowire [61] [62] [63] . We investigated full-shell islands over a range of device lengths from 210 nm to 970 nm, fabricated on a single nanowire, as shown in Fig. 6 . Zero-bias conductance as a function of plunger-gate voltage, V G , and B for device 2 yielded series of Coulomb blockade peaks for each segment, examples of which are shown in Fig. 6B . The corresponding average peak spac-ings, δV , for even and odd Coulomb valleys as a function of B are shown in Fig. 6C . Around zero field, Coulombblockade peaks with 2e periodicity were found. These peaks split at ∼ 40 mT toward the high-field end of the zeroth superconducting lobe, as the superconducting gap decreased below the charging energy of the island. The peaks then became 1e-periodic (within experimental sensitivity) around 55 mT and throughout the first destructive regime (see also Fig. 1 for the onset of destructive regime). When superconductivity reappeared in the first lobe, the Coulomb peaks did not become spaced by 2e again, but instead showed nearly 1e spacing with evenodd modulation. The 210 nm island showed a qualitatively similar even-odd also in the second lobe. Unlike device 1 described in Fig. 2 , the shortest island in device 2 also showed a third superconducting lobe, which can be identified from the peak height contrast in Fig. 6B . Coulomb blockade peaks were 1e-periodic within experimental sensitivity throughout the third lobe.
Tunneling spectra at finite source-drain bias showed 2e Coulomb diamonds around zero field ( Fig. 6D ) and nearly 1e diamonds at B = 110 mT, near the middle of the first lobe (Fig. 6E ). The zero-field diamonds are indistinguishable from each other, showing a region of negative differential conductance associated with the onset of quasiparticle transport [64] [65] [66] . In the first lobe ( Fig. 6E ), Coulomb diamonds alternate in size and symmetry, with degeneracy points showing sharp, gapped structure, indicating that the near-zero-energy state is discrete. Additional resonances at finite bias reflect excited discrete subgap states away from zero energy.
Coulomb peaks for two longer islands are shown in Fig. 7 , A to E, with full data sets for other lengths reported in [39] . All islands showed 2e-periodic Coulomb peaks in the zeroth lobe and nearly 1e spacing in the first lobe. Examining the 420 nm and 810 nm data in Fig. 7 , A, C and E already reveals that the mean difference between even and odd peak spacings in the first lobe decreased with increasing island length. To address this question quantitatively, we determine the lever arm, η, for each island independently in order to convert plunger gate voltages to chemical potentials on the islands, using the slopes of the Coulomb diamonds [10, 67] . This allows the peak spacing differences (Fig. 7, B and D) to be converted to island-energy differences, A(L), between even and odd occupations, as a function of device length, L (a detailed exemplar peak spacing analysis is presented in [39]). Within a Majorana picture, the energy scale A(L) reflects the length dependent hybridization energy of MZMs. Values for A(L) at B = 110 mT, in the middle of the first lobe, spanning over two orders of magnitude are shown in Fig. 7F . A fit to an exponential A = A 0 e −L/ξ yields fit parameters A 0 = 105 µeV and ξ = 180 nm. The data are well described by an exponential length dependence, implying that the low-energy modes are located at the ends of the wire, not bound to impurities or local potential fluctuations as expected for overlapping Majorana modes. The comparison of exponential and power-law fits as well as the calculated length dependence that shows exponential decay only in topological regimes are provided in [39] . The measured ξ is consistent with the calculated ξ T using realistic parameters.
Along with length dependent even-odd peak spac-ing difference, we observe even-odd modulation in peak heights, see Fig. 7E . Possible explanation of these phenomena was proposed in Ref. [68] . Additionally, we find a complex alternating peak-height structure depending on magnetic field within the first lobe. Peak height modulation accompanying peak spacing modulation was observed previously [10, 59, 60] .
To investigate how coherence length ξ, extracted from the exponential decrease of even-odd peak spacing with length, depends on the superconducting gap, ∆, we examine peak spacing near the high-field edge of the first lobe, B = 140 mT, where the gap is reduced to ∆ 140 = 40 µeV, and shows no subgap features besides the zero-bias peak [39] . At this reduced gap we again find an exponential dependence on length, and incompatibility with a power law, now with ξ = 230 nm. We observe that ξ 140 /ξ 110 = 230 nm/180 nm ∼ 1.3 is consistent with simple scaling, ξ ∝ ∆ −1 (not accounting for a field-dependent velocity). From Fig. 2B and Ref.
[39], δ 110 /∆ 140 = 50 µeV/40 µeV ∼ 1.2, where δ 110 is the lowest non-zero subgap state, and δ 140 = ∆ 140 . We also note that both ξ 110 and ξ 140 are slightly smaller than the coherence length in the superconducting shell at corresponding B-field values: ξ S (110 mT) ∼ 190 nm and ξ S (140 mT) ∼ 250 nm, extracted from data in Fig. 1D using Eq. (1) and the corresponding values of T C (B). This discrepancy may be interpreted as resulting from the velocity renormalization in the semiconductor in the strong coupling limit [69] [70] [71] .
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this Article, we demonstrated experimentally and theoretically that threading magnetic flux through a semiconducting nanowire fully covered by a superconducting shell can induce a topological phase with Majorana zero modes at the nanowire ends. While being of similar simplicity and practical feasibility [38] as the original nanowire proposals with a partial shell coverage [6, 7] , full-shell nanowires provide several key advantages. First, the topological transition in a full-shell wire is driven by the field-induced winding of the superconducting order parameter, rather than by the Zeeman effect so that, as demonstrated in the reported measurements, the required magnetic fields can be very low (∼ 0.1 T). Therefore, the present proposal is compatible with conventional superconducting electronics and removes the need for a large g factor semiconductor, potentially expanding the landscape of candidate materials. Moreover, the full shell naturally protects the semiconductor from impurities and random surface doping, thus enabling a reproducible way of growing many wires with essentially identical electrostatic environments. Although full-shell wires do not allow for direct gating of the electron density in the semiconducting core, we demon-strated that via a careful design of the wire properties, for example by choosing the appropriate radius, it is possible to obtain wires that harbor MZMs at a predictable magnetic field. The modest magnetic field requirements, protection of the semiconducting core from surface defects, and locked phase winding in discrete lobes together suggest a new and relatively easy route to creating and controlling Majorana zero modes in hybrid materials. Our findings open a possibility to study an interplay of mesoscopic and topological physics in this novel system.
Supplemental Material

NANOWIRE GROWTH
The hybrid nanowires used in this work were grown by molecular beam epitaxy on InAs (111)B substrate at 420 • C. The growth was catalyzed by Au via the vaporliquid-solid method. The nanowire growth was initiated with an axial growth of InAs along the [0001] direction with wurtzite crystal structure, using an In flux corresponding to a planar InAs growth rate of 0.5 µm/hr and a calibrated As 4 /In flux ratio of 14. The InAs nanowires with core diameter of ∼130 nm were grown to a length of ∼10 µm. Subsequently, an Al shell with thickness of ∼30 nm (or ∼10 nm for the nanowire used in device 4) was grown at −30 • C on all six facets by continuously rotating the growth substrate with respect to the metal source. The resulting full shell had an epitaxial, oxidefree interface between the Al and InAs [38] .
DEVICE FABRICATION
The devices were fabricated on a degenerately n-doped Si substrate capped with a 200 nm thermal oxide. Prior to the wire deposition, the fabrication substrate was prefabricated with a set of alignment marks as well as bonding pads. Individual hybrid nanowires were transferred from the growth substrate onto the fabrication substrate using a manipulator station with a tungsten needle. Standard electron beam lithography techniques were used to pattern etching windows, contacts and gates.
The quality of the Al etching was found to improve when using a thin layer of AR 300-80 (new) adhesion promoter. Double layer of EL6 copolymer resists was used to define the etching windows. The Al was then selectively removed by submerging the fabrication substrate for ∼70 s into MF-321 photoresist developer.
As the native InAs and Al oxides have different work functions, different cleaning processes had to be applied before contacting the wires. To contact the Al shell in devices 1, 3, 4 and 5, a stack of A4 and A6 PMMA resists was used. Normal Ti/Al (5/210 nm) ohmic contacts to Al shell were deposited after in-situ Ar-ion milling (RF ion source, 25 W, 18 mTorr, 9 min). To contact the InAs core in all seven devices, a single layer of A6 PMMA resist was used. A gentler Ar-ion milling (RF ion source, 15 W, 18 mTorr, 6.5 min) was used to clean the InAs core followed by metalization of the normal Ti/Al (5/180 nm) ohmic contacts to InAs core.
A single layer of A6 PMMA resist was used to form normal Ti/Al (5/150 nm) side-gate electrodes in devices 2, 6 and 7, and top-gate electrode in device 4, separated from the wire by ∼8 nm layer of atomic layer deposited dielectric HfO 2 .
MEASUREMENTS
Each of the dc lines used to measure and gate the devices was equipped with RF and RC filters (QDevil [74] ), adding a line resistance R Line = 6.7 kΩ. This has a negligible effect on the data in a weak tunneling regime, where the device resistance is much greater than line resistance. In the strong tunneling regime, however, a significant fraction of the applied voltage drops over the line resistance (dominated by the filters), resulting in smaller measured conductance values. A comparison between measured two-terminal and spectra and numerically corrected spectra is presented in Fig. S4 . The 4-probe differential resistance measurements were carried out using an ac excitation of I ac = 200 nA. The 2-probe tunneling conductance measurements were conducted using ac excitation of V ac = 5 µV.
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
The normal-state Hamiltonian used in the numerical simulations is given by
where E F is the Fermi level, U is the potential energy and α is the radial spin-orbit coupling. We solve for the electrostatic potential in a separate step using the Thomas-Fermi approximation analog to Ref. [47] . In the semiconductor (InAs) we take m semi = 0.026 m 0 , E F,semi = 0 and g semi = 14.7 [75] . In the superconductor (Al) we take m super = m 0 , E F,super = 11.7 eV and α super = g super = 0 [76] . For simplicity we set g super = 0. The vector potential A ϕ = Br/2 corresponds to a spatially homogeneous magnetic field. The Bogoliubov-de-Gennes Hamiltonian is given by
where we introduce a small dissipative term η. It is numerically advantageous to introduce a small level broadening η = 2 µeV in the transport simulations in order to avoid sharp features. In all other simulations we set η = 0. A side-effect of nonzero η is that the conductance becomes particle-hole-asymmetric for bias voltages below the Al gap [72] . Non-zero η can also correspond to a soft-gap in the superconductor or result from coupling to an additional lead. The superconductor is integrated-out into a self-energy boundary condition, see also Eq. 17. The effective mass in Al is taken to be infinite parallel to the interface, and finite perpendicular to the interface [77] . This means that in the discretized Hamiltonian, every lattice site adjacent to the superconductor is attached to a semiinfinite, one-dimensional Al chain. The idea behind this arrangement is to effectively simulate the fact that in the strong coupling limit there is nearly perfect Andreev reflection from the superconductor [78] , as discussed in the Supplementary Text. In the semiconductor we use a lattice spacing of 5 nm. Due to the small λ F , significantly smaller lattice spacing of 0.1 nm is required in Al. The non-equidistant discretization across the interface is described by the method of Ref. [34] . For the InAs-Al bonds we choose a length of 0.1 nm -the same as the discretization in Al -to ensure strong coupling.
We assume the following gap dependence within a lobe [see also Eq. (14)]
with an effective radius R = 80 nm and B 0 = φ 0 /(R 2 3 √ 3/2) for a hexagonal cross-section [79]. The full pairing ∆ is then ∆( r, B, n = B B0 + 0.5 ) = ∆ 0 (B, n)Θ( r in Al)e inϕ . We take ∆(0, 0) = 0.24 meV, ξ d = 210 nm and B max = 0.8 T which results in a similar gap-field dependence as in the experiment [80] .
We validate our approach of integrating the superconductor out by performing simulations with a disordered Al shell, see Fig. S1 . We find good qualitative agreement with the phase diagram of Fig. 4 of the main text.
DESTRUCTIVE REGIME
As a result of fluxoid quantization, the critical temperature, T C , of a cylindrical shell is periodically modulated by an axial magnetic field [29, 33] . For cylinders with radius smaller than the superconducting coherence length, T C is expected to vanish whenever the applied flux (axial magnetic field component times shell crosssectional area) is close to an odd half-integer multiple of the superconducting flux quantum, nΦ 0 /2 (Φ 0 = h/2e = 2.07 mT µm 2 , n = 1, 3, 5, . . .) [30, 42, 81] . Throughout the extended range where T C vanishes, superconductivity is destroyed [31, 32] .
The nanowire used in device 1 has a hexagonal InAs core with diameter of 130 nm and Al shell with thickness of 30 nm, giving a mean diameter of ∼160 nm. The dirtylimit coherence length is given by ξ S = π v F l/24k B T C [33, 40] . The measured normal state resistance is R N = 1.3 Ω. The distance between the voltage probes is L ∼ 940 nm. This yields shell resistivity of ρ S = R N A S /L = 21 nm Ω, with the shell cross-sectional area A S ∼ 3 √ 3/2 (100 2 − 65 2 ) nm 2 . The Fermi velocity in Al is v F = 2 × 10 6 m/s [41] , giving a Drude mean free path of l e = m e v F /e 2 nρ = 19 nm, where m e is electron mass, e is electron charge and n = k 3 F /3π 2 is charge carrier density, with Fermi wave vector k F . The measured critical temperature is T C = 1.2 K. This gives ξ S = 180 nm, greater than the mean nanowire radius (∼80 nm), hence the measured nanowires are expected to exhibit a destructive regime. This is consistent with the measurements, see Fig. S2A .
At integer flux quanta (0, ±Φ 0 and ±2Φ 0 ), normal-tosuperconducting transitions appear as the temperature is lowered, with the critical temperature decreasing as the flux number increases. Around ±Φ 0 /2 and ±3Φ 0 /2 the resistance of the shell, R s , stays at the normal value down to the lowest measured temperature, ∼ 20 mK, as shown in Fig. S2B . At the base temperature, the two destructive regimes can be identified by abrupt changes of R s from 0 to R N and then back to 0 when the flux passes ±Φ 0 /2 and ±3Φ 0 /2, see Fig. S2C .
PENETRATION DEPTH
An applied magnetic field penetrates thin-film superconductors with thickness much less than penetration depth, λ, uniformly. In dirty limit, the effective penetration depth λ eff = λ L ξ 0 /(1.33 l), where ξ 0 and ξ S at zero temperature are related by ξ S = 0.855 √ ξ 0 l [33] . Taking λ L = 16 nm as the London penetration depth for Al [41] , yields λ eff = 150 nm greater than Al thickness (30 nm). As a result, the flux in the wire is not quantized. Note, however, that the fluxoid is still quantized [29, 33] .
TUNNELING SPECTROSCOPY
For all four tunneling-spectroscopy devices (1, 3, 4 and 5) the zeroth lobe, where the winding number is 0, shows a hard gap and no subgap states are visible. In the first lobe, with the phase winding of 2π, the spectrum for devices 1, 3 and 4 (all with 30 nm Al shell) displays a discrete, zero-energy state (see main-text Fig. 2 , and Figs. S5 and S6), whereas for device 5 (with 10 nm Al shell) the spectrum consists of multiple discrete, but finite energy subgap states, see Fig. S7 . In the second lobe, with even number of phase windings, the spectrum for device 1 features an asymmetric superconducting density of states with the lowest energy subgap state centered around −5 µeV, see Fig. S3 ; For devices 3 and 4, multiple subgap states can be identified at finite voltage, but no zero-bias peak, see Figs. S5 and S6; For device 5, a qualitatively similar to the first lobe spectrum with several finite-energy states is observed, see Fig. S7 . Device 4 with slightly bigger diameter, displays the third lobe, with odd number of phase windings. The spectrum features subgap states and a peak at zero bias, see Fig. S6 .
For device 5, a discrete state crosses zero-energy around V BG = 0.12 V and then again at 0.17 V, resembling a proximitized quantum dot state, similar to the one previously studied in Ref. [82] , see Fig. S7 . We usually associate such state with a resonant level in the barrier and if possible avoid it in the measurements.
MODEL FOR THE DISORDERED SUPERCONDUCTING SHELL
In this Section, we consider a disordered superconducting shell (e.g., Al shell) with inner and outer radii R 2 and R 3 , respectively, see Fig. 3 of the main text. We assume that the thickness of the shell d ≡ R 3 − R 2 λ L , with λ L being the London penetration length in the bulk superconductor. In this case, the screening of the magnetic field by the superconductor is weak and can be neglected. The effective Hamiltonian for the SC shell in cylindrical coordinates can be written as
Here,p i are the electron momentum operators, e > 0 the electric charge, m the electron mass in the SC, A ϕ = 1 2 Br, µ (s) is the chemical potential in the SC, τ i are Pauli matrices representing Nambu space, ∆ 0 is bulk SC gap at B = 0, n is the winding number for the SC phase, and V imp represents short-range impurity scattering potential. It is enlightening to perform a gauge transformation which results in a real order parameter, i.e. ∆ 0 [cos(nϕ)τ x +sin(nϕ)τ y ] → ∆ 0 τ x . The gauge transformation introduces an effective vector potential, A ϕ →Ã ϕ withÃ
where Φ(r) = πBr 2 and Φ 0 = h/2e. It follows from this argument that the solution of Eq. (4) should be periodic with Φ 0 , see Fig. S8 . Namely, the winding number adjusts itself to the value of the magnetic field so that the energy of the superconductor is minimized. In particular, for each winding number n, the maxima of the quasiparticle gap occur at
We neglect the Zeeman contribution since the typical magnetic fields of interest are smaller than 100 mT for which the Zeeman splitting is negligible.
In order to understand the magnetic field dependence of the quasiparticle gap, one needs to calculate the Green's functions for the disordered SC shell as a function ofÃ ϕ . The disordered superconductor is characterized by an elastic mean free path l e and a corresponding diffusive coherence length ξ d = √ l e ξ 0 l e , where ξ 0 = v F /∆ is the coherence length in the bulk, clean limit (v F is the Fermi velocity in the SC). For simplicity, we assume henceforth that the thickness of the superconducting shell d ξ d [83] , so that the properties of the system can be obtained by calculating the Green's function for the disordered bulk superconductor in magnetic field B and n = 0. This problem was considered by Larkin [84] , who showed that within the self-consistent Born approximation the normal and anomalous Matsubara Green's function are given by
where H = eB/4m and m J is the angular momentum eigenvalue and is the eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian
The functionsḠ andF are determined by the following equations:
with τ being the elastic scattering time andm J ∼ p F R 3 being the angular momentum cutoff. In the limit H → 0, the leading order corrections to the above equations appear in quadratic order since linear terms vanish due the averaging over m J . Indeed, one can show that the self-consistent solution for τ → 0 is given bȳ
where κ = 3H 2 τ m 2 J /∆ is the characteristic scale for the magnetic field effects in the problem. Here
Thus, corrections to the pairing gap are governed by the small parameter κ 1. In terms of the flux quantum, this condition reads Φ/Φ 0 R 3 /ξ d . Note that disorder suppresses orbital effects of the magnetic field and leads to a weaker dependence of the pairing gap on magnetic field (i.e., quadratic vs linear). In other words, the disordered superconductor can sustain much higher magnetic fields compared to the clean one, see Fig. S8 . Finally, the analysis above can be extended to n = 0. After some manipulations, one finds that [31, 85] 
This estimate is consistent with the numerical calculations, see Fig. S8 .
DERIVATION OF THE EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN
In the previous Section we derived the Green's function for the disordered superconducting ring. One can now use these results to study the proximity effect of the SC ring on the semiconducting core. We will focus again on the case when the SC shell is thin d ∼ l e such that ξ d R3 1. In this case, one can neglect magnetic field dependence of the self-energy for the entire lobe. Thus, one can use zero field Green's functions for the disordered superconductor to investigate the proximity effect which are obtained by substituting ω n →ω n = ω n η(ω n ) and ∆ 0 →∆ 0 = ∆ 0 η(ω n ) with η(ω n ) = 1 + 1/2τ ω 2 n + ∆ 2 0 in the clean Green's functions.
One can now integrate out the superconducting degrees of freedom and calculate the effective self-energy due to the tunneling between semiconductor and superconductor. Using the gauge convention when ∆ 0 is real, the tunneling Hamiltonian between SM and SC is given by [69] H t = drdr T (r, r )e inϕ/2 Ψ † (r)Ψ(r ) + H.c.
where r and r refer to the SM and SC domains, respectively. T (r, r ) is the tunneling matrix element between the two subsystems, and Ψ and Ψ † are the fermion annihilation and creation operators in the corresponding subsystem. One can calculate the SC self-energy due to tunneling to find
where Γ(r) is a quickly decaying function away from r = R 2 describing tunneling between the two subsystems.
Note that the SC self-energy in this approximation is the same as for a clean superconductor because the ratio of ω n /∆ 0 is independent of τ . The Green's function for the semiconductor can be written as
In order to calculate quasiparticle energy spectrum one has to find the poles of above Green's function.
In the hollow cylinder limit, Γ(r = R 2 ) is a constant and one can find low energy spectrum analytically. Indeed, after expanding Eq. (17) in small ω n , the quasiparticle poles are determined by the spectrum of the following effective Hamiltonian:
By comparison with Eqs. (6)-(10) of the main text, one can establish the correspondence between the bare parameters of the semiconductor and the renormalized parameters of the hollow cylinder model due to the proximity cooupling to the SC. We find:
where m * 0 , µ 0 and α 0 are the bare values of the effective mass, chemical potential and spin-orbit coupling strength, respectively. Specifically, note that the renormalizaiton also reduces the Fermi velocity by a factor of 1/(1 + Γ/∆ 0 ) which is well-known to lead to shorter coherence lengths than from naive estimates that assume bare Fermi velocities [69] [70] [71] .
EFFECT OF HIGHER mJ STATES ON THE GAP
As demonstrated in the main text, states with larger m J = 0 have the potential to close the gap and thus limit the extent of the topological phase. Here we provide analytical estimates within the hollow cylinder model for the regions in parameter space that become gapless due to higher m J states. We start with the BdG Hamiltonian (5) of the main text assuming n = 1,
with
with φ = 1 − Φ(R 2 )/Φ 0 . With respect to the main text, we also introduced anisotropic spin-orbit coupling with α 1 and α 2 representing the strength of coupling to the transversal and longitudinal (z) momentum direction. In the main text, we used isotropic spin-orbit α 1 = α 2 = α but it is convenient for the discussion below to distinguish the two contributions. Example energy spectra for the lowest m J sectors are shown in Fig. S9 . Particle-hole symmetry relates m J and −m J sectors. Therefore, m J = 0 sector is special in this sense. Note that α 2 is crucial to estimate the topological gap in the m J = 0 sector, i.e., a topological gap requires α 2 = 0 and ∆ = 0. The conditions for a finite gap in m J = 0 sectors are more stringent. First of all, the pairing term hybridizes states within each m J sector. Thus, the system is gapless if there is an odd number of particle and hole bands at the Fermi level, which leads to the condition
which follows from the gap closing at p z = 0. The gapless region in the upper right corner of Figs. 3, A and B , of the main text is due m J = ±2 states fulfilling condition (28) . If condition (28) is not satisfied and the number of bands at the Fermi levels is even, the system can be gapped -see, for instance, panels (b) and (c) in Fig. S9 . This happens, for example, if the effective chemical potential for a given subband µ mj − C mj σ z < 0 in which case the subband is empty and gapped. However, if the subband is filled, i.e. if µ mj − C mj σ z > 0, one has to investigate the closing of the gap at finite momenta. In this case, the system is gapless when ∆ is smaller than a certain critical value required to hybridize particle and hole bands with mismatched Fermi momenta, see Fig. S9 , (b) and (c). In the limit α 2 → 0, the condition for a vanishing gap reads
One may notice that the term A mj + V Z σ z acts as a Pauli limiting field for a given subband and leads to pairbreaking effects.
We can understand the generally finite extent of the gapped regions in the α-µ plane by considering conditions (29) and (30) . Condition (29) is either met for sufficiently large m J or sufficiently large α 1 (when m J is kept constant). At the same time, large m J states generally violate condition (30) since the bottom of the band is shifted up ∝ m 2 J which needs to be compensated by sufficiently large µ. We therefore expect to find gapless states for large µ (which enable large m J ) or very large α which fulfill condition (29) while still being compatible with condition (30) .
PHASE DIAGRAM IN THE SECOND LOBE
In Fig. S10 we simulate the topological phase diagram and Majorana coherence length in the second lobe. We find that for the parameters of the transport simulations in the main text, the system is in the topologically trivial phase in the second lobe. In general, we find that topological phases in the second lobe have extremely small gap and therefore also very long Majorana coherence lengths.
COULOMB SPECTROSCOPY
The Coulomb peak spacing is dictated by the lowest energy state at energy E 0 , may it be a subgap state or the superconducting gap itself. The periodicity of the Coulomb peaks is determined by the ratio between E 0 and the charging energy, E C . The Coulomb blockade is 2e periodic for E 0 > E C ; It becomes even-odd once E 0 is less than E C ; And it is 1e periodic in case E 0 = 0. Non-interacting Majorana modes have zero energy, hence a Coulomb island hosting Majoranas can be charged in portions of single electrons. If the wavefunctions of the opposing Majorana modes have a finite overlap, for example because of the finite island length, the energy of the corresponding modes will deviate from zero [10, 37] .
In the even-odd Coulomb blockade regime, the Coulomb-peak spacing, δV , is proportional to E C + E 0 for even diamonds and E C − E 0 for odd diamonds, which implies that δV E − δV O ∝ E 0 [10, 66] . This makes the Coulomb spectroscopy a powerful tool to study the interaction of Majorana modes in hybrid superconducting islands with finite size.
Device 2 consists of six hybrid islands with lengths L ranging from 210 nm up to 970 nm. Figure 6 in the main-text presents measurements for the shortest island. Data for the other five islands are presented in Figs. S11-S15. In each of the figure, panel (A) displays the scanning electron micrograph with the measurement setup for corresponding island highlighted in false colors; Panel (B) shows zero-bias conductance as a function of the axial magnetic field, B, and gate voltage, V G ; Panel (C) depicts average even and odd peak spacing evolution in magnetic field, extracted from the data shown in panel (B); Panels (D) and (E) show Coulomb diamonds in the middle of the zeroth and first lobes, the later featuring zero-bias peaks at the degeneracy points for each island.
The same measurement routine was carried out at several different gate configurations for each island to gather more statistics. The average lever arm, η, the difference of average even and odd peak spacings ∆δV 110 as well as the corresponding amplitude A = η × ∆δV 110 -all measured at 110 mT-are given in Table 1 .
A set of additional data from device 2 measured on the 420 nm Coulomb island at V BG = −9.7 V is shown in Fig. S16 . For comparison, the data from the same island presented in Fig. S12 is taken at V BG = −11.4 V. Similar to the other island lengths, 2e-periodic Coulomb diamonds are found in the zeroth lobe (Fig. S16C) ; In the destructive regime, the superconducting gap is suppressed and the Coulomb blockade becomes 1e periodic with the degeneracy points displaying normal density of states (Fig. S16D) ; In the first lobe, the diamonds are nearly 1e-periodic with discrete, low energy states at the degeneracy points (Fig. S16E) ; In the second lobe, the superconductivity is restored (see Fig. S2 ), however, the Coulomb blockade is 1e periodic and no clear discrete states can be resolved (Fig. S16F ). Qualitatively similar behavior is observed for all six island lengths.
PEAK SPACING ANALYSIS
An exemplar routine of the peak spacing analysis is illustrated in Fig. S17 for data from device 2 measured on the 810 nm Coulomb island. The peak positions and spacings are deduced from a multi-Lorentzian fit to the data. A sharp distinction between the destructive regime and the first lobe is found: While the peak spacing evolution with the plunger-gate voltage is featureless at 55 mT (blue line in Fig. S17A ), a clear zigzag-like alternating pattern between the adjacent spacings emerges at 110 mT (green line in Fig. S17B) . The destructive regime, where the Coulomb blockade is 1e periodic, provides a useful tool for calibrating the analysis and determining the experimental noise floor.
Conductance line shape of the Coulomb oscillations in the regime Γ (tunneling rate to the leads) < k B T (electron temperature) < δ (level spacing) < E C (charging energy) is given by (see Ref. [86] )
where A is the amplitude of the peak, p is the peak position and w is the peak width parameter that is related to the electron temperature by w = k B T /η, with the lever arm η. The Full width at half maximum of the peak is given by 3.5 w. Figure S17C shows three Coulomb peaks measured at 110 mT and fit to a linear combination of Eq. (31) with the parameter estimates and their standard errors given in the figure caption. The average peak width w = (0.203 ± 0.002) mV together with the lever arm η = (17 ± 1) meV/V, deduced form the Coulomb diamonds shown in Fig. S17E , yield electron temperature T = (40 ± 1) mK. Note that the effective electron temperature wη/k B is two orders of magnitude higher than the standard fit error of the peak-position estimate.
DISTINGUISHING TOPOLOGICAL FROM TRIVIAL REGIME
In this section we compare simulated observables in the topological and in the trivial regime. For this purpose, we perform transport simulations in different locations of the phase diagram, see Fig. S23 . From these simulations, it is clear that a ZBP is not a unique signature of the topological phase. For example, a very small bulk gap might mimic a faint ZBP as in Fig. S23B . Furthermore, crystalline symmetries might stabilize additional topological phases with an even number of MZMs at each end, see Fig. S23D . Therefore, we also calculate the lowest excitation energy for different wire lengths in Fig. S24 , similar in spirit to the experimental Coulomb blockade spectroscopy. We find that only topological phases with a large gap show an exponential decay of the lowest excitation energy over a large range of wire lengths, consistent with localized end states. Fig. S24C corresponds to a scenario with even number of MZMs at each end (two in this case) protected by a spatial mirror symmetry. Initially the behavior is exponential for short wire lengths but flattens out at longer wire lengths. Due to limited numerical accuracy the mirror symmetry is slightly broken in our system and the two MZMs are not at exactly zero energy. Analogous, any spatial symmetry will be broken in an experiment due to imperfections. As we have shown here with multiple different scenarios, it is possible to distinguish trivial from topological ZBPs with this technique. 4) is discretized on a square lattice with a = 0.1 nm using the Kwant package [56] . Top: We show the clean case, where the superconductivity is rapidly destroyed by the magnetic field when the radius R3 is smaller than the coherence length ξ0 in a clean superconductor. Bottom: We show the disordered case using the on-site disorder potential δU which is randomly sampled from δU ∈ [−U, U ] with U = 2 eV. The disorder is applied in an outer layer of 5 nm thickness, with the purpose of modelling an oxidized Al2O3 layer. The amplitude of Little-Parks oscillations is small because R3 > √ ξ0l with l being the mean-free path, see also Ref. [42] .
FIG. S9. Energy spectrum for the lowest mJ sectors for n = 1. Here parameters used are the same as in Fig. 3 of the main text, except ∆ = 0. For finite ∆ the intersections of particle and hole bands become avoided crossings. Note that for mJ = 0 these avoided crossings happen at finite energy, which leads to condition (29) . 1 μm 1 μm 1 μm 1 μm The position of each peak is deduced from multi-Lorentzian fit (red line, left axis). The corresponding individual peak spacings (blue line, right axis) do not show any clear pattern-the peaks are 1e periodic. (B) Similar to (A), measured in the first lobe at B = 110 mT. Here, the peak spacings display a zigzag-like alternating patter indicating even-odd periodicity. Note that the right-axes in (A) and (B) have the same scale. (C) Zoom-in on three peaks from (B), each consisting of ∼25 data points over FWHM. The fit is described by Eq. 31, giving peak positions p1 = (−115.524 ± 0.001) mV, p2 = (−105.931 ± 0.002) mV, p3 = (−96.397 ± 0.001) mV and width parameters w1 = (0.204 ± 0.001) mV, w2 = (0.198 ± 0.001) mV, w3 = (0.206 ± 0.001) mV, with the FWHM of each peak given by 3.5 w. (D) Difference of the average even and odd peak spacings, ∆δV , as a function of number of the spacings taken to determine the average, N , measured at B = 55 mT (blue) and B = 110 mT (green). The error bars illustrate the standard error of the mean given by σ/ √ N , where σ is the standard deviation of the spacings. Using N = 10 gives ∆δV 55 = (0.004 ± 0.005) mV, which sets the experimental noise floor, and ∆δV 110 = (0.082 ± 0.008) mV. (E) Tunneling conductance as a function of source-drain bias voltage, V , and VG measured at B = 110 mT, reveals nearly 1e-periodic Coulomb diamonds with even (e) and odd (o) valleys and discrete zero-bias peaks at the degeneracy points. The black, dashed lines are fits to the resonant energy levels used to infer the average lever arm, η = (17 ± 1) meV/V, yielding electron temperature T = (40 ± 1) mK and ∆δV 110 = (1.4 ± 0.2) µeV for this data set. . Exponential and power-law fits of peak spacing difference (device 2). Same data as in main-text Fig. 7F : Average even-odd peak spacing difference, A, as a function of island length, L, measured at B = 110 mT. In case of topological bound states, the hybridization energy is expected to decay exponentially with L, whereas for trivial boundstates, the amplitude is expected to follow a power-law dependence. The best fit to the exponential form A = A0e −L/ξ , gives A0 = (105 ± 1) µeV and ξ = (180 ± 10) nm. For a particle in a box, energy level spacing scales as L −1 , and for a quantum harmonic oscillator-as L −2 . The best fit to A = A1L −1 gives A1 = (7 ± 1) meV nm, and to A = A2L −2 gives A2 = (1.9 ± 0.1) eV nm 2 . L is the length of the island. η is the average lever arm extracted from slopes of the Coulomb diamonds measured at 110 mT. ∆(δV 110) are the differences of even and odd peak spacings measured at 110 mT. A = η × ∆δV 110 is the corresponding amplitude in energy.
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